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Topics
An excellent recommendation rate

New SIL installations worldwide

This summer’s newsletter is the opportunity
to thank our clients who answered our
Customer satisfaction survey in June:
To the question “Would you recommend the
SIL to a partner?”, 93.1% of the answers
were “Yes”.

Three Ruscam plants in Russia (Sisecam
Group) are going to be equipped with the
SIL solution soon.
Vertech’ had installed the SIL in the first
Ruscam plant in 2012.

The results, were presented during the
strategic meeting at the end of fiscal year in
June.

Great news to start Vertech’s 2015-2016
year with!

SILC 2015 : Discarding a mould
SIL 2015 offers several improvements
concerning mould discard orders
It is now possible to change the reason for
mould rejection, by clicking twice on a mould
reference, then choosing a new defect.
A specific message is sent to the hot end, and
Notepad and SILC screens are updated.

It is now possible to reject a mould from the
hot end.
The start for systematic rejection can be
launched with a lehr time, depending on the
critical level of the defect. A message is then
sent to the cold end to warn the Operator.

Save time! Send a mould discard order
directly from the setout screen.
No need to change screens anymore in the
setout view.
After selecting mould-defects, it is possible to
send an order for mould rejection.
The rejection command is sent when the
setout is validated.

Systematic rejection display
The Cavity view (F4), shows where the
systematic rejection order was sent from:
(continuous line) from the cold end
(dotted line) from the hot end
The information appears in the emails and is
saved in Notepad.

Tech’

Intra Vertech’
Vertech’ will attend the 39th AFGM
Conference in Cebu, Philippines, October 19 23. Vertech’ is a co-sponsor of the Farewell
Gala Dinner on October 22 .

Consult our HowTo: helpful and concise,
HowTo are short procedures with print
screens made to assist you.
The HowTo procedures complement the
existing manuals and are available on our
website or by request at sales@vertech.eu
In case you have a particular request for
the creation of a new HowTo (Example:
How to discard a mould in SILC?) please
contact us.

Survey question: Click on the link you agree with

I feel I know the new SIL functionalities well enough:
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